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Abstract
An Error Propagation Model of a Heliostat
Zheng Xiao
Department of Mechanical and Mechatronic Engineering,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Africa.
Thesis: MEng (Mech)
March 2017
Concentrating solar power plants are becoming a viable option to produce re-
newable electricity. However, these plants are still a relative new technology
and are more expensive than traditional coal fired power plants. Currently
many research groups are looking into ways that will make these plants more
efficient and cheaper.
A concentrating solar power plant type that seems promising at the moment,
is the central tower with receiver type. This type of plant consists of a field of
thousands of mirrors or heliostats that reflect solar rays onto the central re-
ceiver. The heliostat field is expensive and a lot of effort is going into reducing
its cost.
Heliostats have to reflect solar rays onto the central receiver with great ac-
curacy. Most heliostats are controlled in an open-loop fashion, which requires
a very accurate and calibrated model of each heliostat. There is a need to
better understand the relationship between calibration errors and tracking ac-
curacy. Such an understanding can help engineers to focus on those aspects of
the heliostat that most affect the tracking accuracy.
This work uses a common heliostat model that consists of eight parameters.
It applies the error propagation law to the model in order to derive an error
model of a heliostat. With the error model, it is possible analyses the relation-
ship between calibration errors and tracking accuracy.
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Uittreksel
’N Fout Voortplanting Model van ’n heliostaat
Zheng Xiao
Departement Meganiese en Megatroniese Ingenieurswese,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MIng (Meg)
Maart 2017
Gekonsentreerde sonkrag aanlegte is besig om ’n lewensvatbare opsie te word
om hernubare elektrisiteit op te wek. Tog is hierdie aanlegte nog steeds ’n re-
latief nuwe tegnologie en is duurder as tradisionele steenkoolkragstasies. Tans
is daar verskeie navorsingsgroepe wat maniere ondersoek om hierdie aanlegte
meer doeltreffend en goedkoper te maak.
’n Gekonsentreerde sonkrag aanleg tipe wat op die oomblik belowend is, is
die sentrale toring met ontvanger tipe. Hierdie tipe aanleg bestaan ??uit ’n
veld van duisende spieëls of heliostate wat son strale na die sentrale ontvanger
weerkaars. Die heliostaat veld is duur en ’n baie moeite gaan daarin om dit
goedkoper te maak.
Heliostate moet son strale na die sentrale ontvanger weerkaats met hoë ak-
kuraatheid. Die meeste heliostate word beheer in ’n oop-lus, wat dit nodig
maak vir ’n baie akkurate en gekalibreer model van elke heliostaat. Daar is ’n
behoefte om beter te verstaan wat ??die verhouding is tussen kalibrasie foute
en volgingsakkuraatheid. ’n Beter begrip hiervan kan ingenieurs help om te
fokus op daardie aspekte van die heliostaat wat die meeste invloed het op die
volgingsakkuraatheid.
Hierdie werk maak gebruik van ’n algemene heliostaat model wat bestaan
uit agt parameters. Dit pas die fout voortplantingswet op die model toe om
’n foutmodel van ’n heliostaat af te lei. Met die foutmodel, is dit moontlik om
die verhouding tussen kalibrasie foute en volgingsakkuraatheid te analiseer.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Renewable Energy
Energy is the basis of social development and economic growth. Societies are
becoming more and more dependent on energy. However, conventional energy
sources, such as fossil fuels, will at some point be in short supply. These energy
sources are also often a source of pollution. For these reasons, the world looks
to renewable energy as the energy source of the future.
As Figure 1.1 shows, the main renewable energy sources are wind, biomass,
ocean tides and currents, hydropower and solar energy. The Renewables 2015
Global Energy Status Report states that only 23% of the global electricity
production comes from renewable sources. There is still much room to expand
the production of electricity from renewable sources.
Nuclear power can play a significant role in the energy market. However,
the use of nuclear power is often controversial. Hydropower accounts for 17%
of all renewable electricity sources. It is much cleaner and more efficient than
fossil fuel power plants. The downside to hydropower is that it may require
a dam to be built which will change the natural environment. Wind power
and solar photovoltaic systems (PV) are clean and the environmental impact
is minor compared to fossil fuel power plants. What is more, wind power
plants can be built both onshore and offshore. However, electricity from wind
power and PV cannot be generated on demand. The main limitation of using
biomass as an energy source, is that it has a low conversion rate and requires
large amounts of biomass to generate significant amounts of power.
Concentrating solar power (CSP) plants are becoming a viable option to pro-
duce electricity in a renewable way. It has the added benefit of being dispatch-
able, in other words, the plant can produce electricity on demand. This is
1
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Figure 1.1: The data from Global Electricity Production (Ren21, 2015) shows
that renewable energy sources make up around 23% of the total energy production.
Hydropower is by far the largest renewable energy source.
possible by storing thermal energy in molten salt tanks.
This chapter starts by giving an overview of renewable energy and discussing
concentrating solar power systems in general. After that, it will discuss what
a heliostat is, why it is important and how it is calibrated. Lastly, this chapter
will discuss the application of the error propagation model to heliostats.
1.1.2 Solar Energy
In some sense, the sun is providing our planet with nearly unlimited solar en-
ergy. When sunlight is entering the earth, some of it is absorbed and scattered
by the atmosphere, while the remaining sunlight hits the earth’s surface.
Solar energy systems mainly use direct normal irradiation (DNI) to gener-
ate electricity and not diffused radiation.
Energy from the sun can be used directly by means of PV or CSP, or in-
Stellenbosch University  https://scholar.sun.ac.za
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directly by means of wind power or hydropower.
Figure 1.2: Solar power plants can be classified in different ways (Malan, 2014).
Concentrating solar power (CSP) includes four types of solar power plants. Concen-
trating solar power technologies use some method to concentrate solar radiation in
order to heat a working fluid.
There are different types of solar power plants. Small-scale solar power plants
mainly use PV to generate electricity, while large-scale power plants normally
use solar thermal energy to generate electricity. Figure 1.2 shows a useful
classification of solar power plants.
1.1.3 Concentrating Solar Power
This section gives a brief view of CSP systems before moving to details of
heliostats.
In general, CSP plants concentrate solar rays to heat a working fluid to high
temperatures. Heat from the working fluid can be used to generate electricity
or it can be stored in molten salt tanks. Unlike other renewable technologies,
CSP can produce electricity continuously and steadily by using stored heat.
CSP systems consist four main parts:
Stellenbosch University  https://scholar.sun.ac.za
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• The collection (reflector), which concentrate sunlight to a receiver. This
can be lenses or mirrors, and are discussed later in details.
• The receiver, which converts the concentrated sunlight to heat and trans-
fer this heat to a working fluid.
• Heat exchanges and storage units, where steam is generated from the
working fluid or the heat is stored in molten salt tanks.
• The power cycle, which in many cases is the same as those of conventional
thermal power plants.
Figure 1.3: The four domain technologies used in CSP are shown here (Müller-
Steinhagen and Trieb, 2004). Top left shows a parabolic trough; bottom left shows
a linear Fresnel; top right shows a solar tower with a central receiver and bottom
right shows a parabolic dish.
As Figure 1.2 shows, there are four dominant CSP technologies (see also Fig-
ure 1.3).
- Parabolic Trough.
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- Linear Fresnel.
- Parabolic Dish.
- Solar Tower/Central Receiver.
The parabolic trough and linear Fresnel are line concentration systems, us-
ing a trough-like mirror as the reflector that concentrates sunlight on a tube
receiver. The working fluid is heated as it flows through the tube receiver.
These systems are usually designed to track the sun along one axis, which is
usually the North-South direction. Compared to other CSP technologies, the
parabolic trough and linear Fresnel technologies cannot reach very high work-
ing fluid temperatures.
The parabolic dish is a point concentration system. It uses a satellite-like
mirror dish as the reflector to concentrate sunlight to a point where the re-
ceiver is positioned at. This system is designed to track the sun in two-axis.
It has the highest concentration ratio and conversion efficiency of all four CSP
technologies. Dish engine systems are normally smaller in scale than line con-
centration system. Because of their size, they are particularly well suited for
decentralized power supply and remote, stand-alone power systems (Müller-
Steinhagen and Trieb, 2004).
Figure 1.4: An aerial photo of the 19.9 MW Gemasolar Central Receiver CSP
plant.
Figure 1.4 shows a central receiver plant and Figure 1.5 illustrates how it works.
The central receiver is in a sense similar to the parabolic dish system. Instead
of the receiver being surrounded by a dish, it is surrounded by hundreds or
thousands of reflectors or heliostats that concentrate sunlight on the receiver
that is mounted at the top the tower.
Each heliostat is controlled to reflect solar radiation from the sun. A heliostat
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Figure 1.5: Basic subsystems of a molten salt power tower (Kearney, 2014)
can rotate in two dimensions to ensure the reflected rays hit the receiver. The
receiver absorbs the sunlight and transfers it to the working fluid. The heat
is then stored or used for generating electricity. Central receiver technology is
competitive CSP system, as it can achieve high temperatures with little heat
loss.
There are many opportunities for CSP in the global market, such as in China,
India, Australia, South Africa and so on. China, as a developing country, has
a huge energy demand. It is now suffering from air pollution that makes it
difficult to build more fossil fuel based power plans. The Chinese government
has a series of policies to support renewable energy. However, because this
field develops so quickly, the policies are out dated. Government support is
required for developing CSP plants in China.
1.1.4 Heliostat
The heliostat is the reflector of a central receiver system. It has to track the
sun so that the reflected rays hit the central receiver. It is a key component in
a central receiver system. Various companies are developing different heliostat
structures. There are no standard sizes of heliostats, their size vary from 1m2
to 130m2. Figure 1.6 shows one of the 10600 heliostats in the Atacama-1 CSP
plant.
Heliostat fields occupy a large area and are expensive. Figure 1.7 illustrates
the breakdown of the total installation cost of a central receiver system, in
which solar field costs more than 25%.
A heliostat consists of a mirror or a set of mirrors, a sun tracking mechanism
and motors or mechanical mechanisms to move the mirror. Those devices are
controlled by a computer system that constantly moves the heliostat to keep
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Figure 1.6: An Heliostats of PS10
(Abengoa).
Figure 1.7: Total installed cost break-
down solar tower CSP Plants in South
Africa (Hoffschmidt et al., 2012).
the reflected sunlight on one spot on the central receiver.
In a central receiver system, there are two ways to control heliostats, close-loop
control and open-loop control. Close-loop control can use a camera mounted
near the receiver to look back at the heliostat field. It gives feedback to the
heliostats. However, the accuracy of such a system does not provide satisfac-
tory results. The main reason for this is that the camera cannot be placed in
the receiver, because it is too hot. Instead, the camera is placed on the edge
of the receiver, where it can only measure spillage from the heliostats, not the
actual position of the reflected rays.
Another way to achieve close-loop control is to install a sensor on each he-
liostat to collect parameters in real time. However, it is too expensive to
install thousands of sensors. To achieve the required accuracy with open-loop
control, it is necessary to have a very accuracy model of each heliostat. Given
the date and time of day, it is possible to determine the position of the sun
accurately using mathematical formulas. The open-loop control system then
sets the orientation of the heliostat based on the sun’s position and the helio-
stat model. The actual point where the reflected rays hit the central receiver
is not measured. Almost all commercial CSP plants use open-loop control of
the heliostats.
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1.1.5 Calibration
As most central receiver system use open-loop control of heliostats, calibration
of the heliostat becomes critical. There are different ways to calibrate the he-
liostats. One method use heliostat pointed to the sun following the information
from the sun sensor or a sun position algorithm result. Because of the errors
exist, heliostat cannot point to the exact position where the sun should be.
The difference can be used to estimate the errors in the heliostat. Then those
errors correct heliostat tracking model to get a better result in an open-loop
control system. A popular way is to track the reflected rays on a target plane
and use the difference between the reflected point and the center of the target
plane to estimate errors in the heliostat model.
1.2 Motivation
The previous sections have shown that the cost of heliostats make up a big
portion of the total plant cost. It was also argued that it is important to have a
properly calibration heliostat model to achieve the required open-loop control
accuracy. For these reasons, a lot of research effort is put into heliostats, firstly
to reduce their cost but also to improve their accuracy.
1.3 Problem Outline
After calibration a heliostat should be able to reflect solar rays onto the cen-
ter of the target. However, with calibration errors, the solar rays will not be
reflected to the exact point on the target. This work is an investigation into
the effect of calibration errors on the control accuracy of a heliostat
1.4 Objectives
This thesis aims to give a better understanding of the heliostat error model,
the calibration results and their influence on open-loop control accuracy. It
aims to do so by applying error propagation law to the heliostat model.
The usefulness of error propagation will be demonstrated by answering several
issues related to heliostats, such as:
• Central receiver plants are usually built in some dry area. However, after
heavy rain in such an area, the ground may move ever so slightly, which
will cause the heliostat to tilt in some direction. It is needed to quantify
the effect of such tilting on the control accuracy.
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• How could the position of the reflected rays on the target be found?
• What is the sensitivity of each error in the model? Which error has the
biggest affect on the reflected rays?
• How does the solar vector effect reflected rays with different errors?
• How does the position of the heliostat relative to the tower affect the
control accuracy?
1.5 Methodology
Due to the objectives, the research methodology can be summarized as follow-
ing:
• Do a literature survey of previous work on heliostat calibration.
• Derive and validate an error model of a heliostat.
• Apply the error-propagation law to the heliostat error model and validate
the answer.
• Apply the model to answer several questions related to the heliostat error
model.
1.6 Scope
This thesis uses a heliostat error model and applies the error propagation law
to this model. It uses an an eight parameter error model of a heliostat similar
to the work of (Malan, 2014). It applies the error propagation method on the
error model to get an error propagation model. It uses the error propagation
model to answer some questions about the relationship between errors in the
heliostat model and the control accuracy.
1.7 Outline
Chapter 2 contains a literature review of research on the central receiver sys-
tem, especially heliostats. It also looks at solar position, solar tracking, helio-
stat calibration and heliostat error. The chapter ends with a literature review
of error propagation and hypothesis testing.
Chapter 3 validates the heliostat error model by comparing it with the work
of Malan (2014). This error model is used in Chapter 4 to derive an error
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propagation model.
Chapter 4 derives the equations of the error propagation model, which il-
lustrates the error uncertainties and distribution of the reflected rays on the
target plane. The error propagation model is validated by using hypothesis
testing with data generated from a Monte Carlo method. The error propaga-
tion model can be used to answer questions in Chapter 5.
Chapter 5 applies the error propagation model to answers questions related to
the heliostat error model.
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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Literature Review
This chapter first discuss the central receiver system. After that, it explains
the fundamentals of the solar position. The discussion then moves to heliostat
calibration and the heliostat error model. It ends with a discussion of error
propagation.
2.1 Central Receiver System
2.1.1 Development
Central receiver systems were firstly developed in the early 80’s, since then,
more than 10 central receiver power plants have been built. The 377 MW
Ivanpah solar power facility also called Solar One, located in California’s Mo-
jave Desert, is the world’s largest solar thermal power plant project to 2012
(Gallego et al., 2012). This power plant was built with steam power tower
technology to demonstrate its feasibility. Though the output of Solar One
was lower than expected, it provided a significant amount of data to help re-
searchers redesign Solar Two.
2.1.2 Heliostat Field
The design and study of first-generation heliostats have begun at the end of
the 1970s. Heliostat fields strongly affect the performance of central receiver
systems (CRS). Not only should the heliostat be structurally well-designed
but the field layout should also be carefully planned to reduce blocking and
shading(Behar et al., 2013).
The structural design of heliostats need to consider wind loading, the size
of the heliostat and cost. Kolb et al. (2007) found from a cost analysis that
heliostats should be bigger than 150m2. However, for that size, wind load
has a significant influence on the heliostat that makes it vibrate heavily and
11
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increases maintenance cost (Wu et al., 2010). For that reason, some heliostats
were designed with a gap (0-40mm) on their surface (Wu et al., 2010).
As chapter 1 said, A heliostat field cost around 25% of installation cost, what’s
more, it takes around 50% of the total investment which including installation
cost, material cost and research cost etc. Besides it accounts for 40% of the
energy losses (Behar et al., 2013). For this reason, some different field layouts
methods have been developed.
2.1.3 Receiver
Figure 2.1 shows four different types of central receiver towers. The tower has
two main parts. The first one is the receiver that set on the top on the tower.
It absorbs reflected sunlight and converts it to heat. In a central receiver sys-
tem, the receiver can achieve temperatures up to 1000◦C. The second part is
calibration target, which is mounted below the receiver. It has various forms,
but is normally a white board.
Figure 2.1: The tower of a central receiver system consists of two parts: a receiver
and a calibration target. From left to right: AORA’s Solar Flower Tower, Sierra
SunTower, Torresol Gemasolar power tower, Solar Two tower.
The receiver can be classified into one of three groups: volumetric receivers,
cavity receivers and particle receivers. Behar et al. (2013) discuss research
relevant to receivers.
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2.1.4 Control System
The open-loop heliostat control system determine the sun’s position from
mathematical formula and then calculate the required orientation of the he-
liostat. For an open-loop control system, performs adequately provided the
heliostat is calibrated.
Baheti and Scott (1980) designed a self-calibrating controllers for heliostats.
It is the normal way to of controlling heliostats. The controller uses a linear
equation to establish error model. The controller has been designed operating
in two ways. In calibration model, it is using least-squares algorithm to esti-
mate parameters for the system. In tracking model, it uses parameters come
from calibration model to reflect sunlight to the target. Aiuchi et al. (2006)
used a photo-sensor fitted to the mirror of the heliostat that tracks the sun.
With this step they have achieved heliostat control with an error of 0.6 mrad
in clear weather. However, the sensor has bad performance during cloudy
weather and they got larger errors during this time. Kribus et al. (2004) con-
sidered a closed loop control system. Four CCD cameras were plated around
the target, that detects heliostats errors in real-time and automatically correct
these errors. Their algorithm can reach an accuracy of 0.1− 0.3 mrad. How-
ever sophisticated algorithm may be needed to avoid overshoot and oscillations
when increase system speed. On the other hand, image analysis software re-
quirements to extension to a large field with many heliostats also becomes the
limits of this control method. Ulmer et al. (2011) designed an automatic mea-
surements system to detect heliostat errors. Malan (2014) designed software
and hardware for a heliostat field control system. He derived an error model
and compared it with Stone et al. (1995). With his control system, heliostats
can get a reflected image error at 1.94 mrad.
2.2 The Solar Position
Open-loop heliostat control requires an accurate position of the sun. This
section gives an overview of how the sun moves through the sky, how the sun
can be tracked and also how the position of the sun can be calculated.
2.2.1 Earth-Sun Geometry
M. (2006); Pidwirny explains the fundamentals about the relationship between
the earth and sun. Stine and Geyer (2001) give more detail about how to de-
termine the solar vector from the earth-sun geometry.
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2.2.1.1 The Earth Viewed from the Sun
Figure 2.2: A view of the earth in its orbit about the sun (M. (2006); Pidwirny)
The earth rotates around its axis and each rotation lasts around 24 hours.
When observing from the north side of the earth in universe, the earth rotates
from the west towards east surround sun.
Figure 2.3: Angle of the sun’s declination throughout the year. (Swinton, 1920)
The earth travels around the sun in an orbit which is not circular but elliptical.
The earth takes 365.26 days to complete one cycle around the sun. Figure 2.2
illustrates the positions in the earth’s orbit. On January 3, perihelion, the
earth is closest to the sun (147.3 million km) and on July 4, or aphelion, the
earth is furthest from the sun (152.1 million km). The average distance be-
tween the earth and the sun over a one-year period is around 149.6 million
km. The ecliptic plane is defined as the plane which contains the earth’s orbit
around the sun. In addition, the plane that includes the earth’s equator is
called the equatorial plane. The angle between ecliptic plane and equatorial
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plane is called the declination angle (δ). Figure 2.3 illustrates how the decli-
nation angle changes during the year. On the June solstice this angle is equal
to 23.45◦ and on the December solstice it is equal to -23.45◦.
2.2.1.2 The Sun Viewed from the Earth
For an observer on the earth, the sun’s orbit is a segment of an ellipse. From
the sunrise to sunset, it moves at a constant speed around 15 degrees per hour.
As shown in Figure 2.2, Q is the observer on the earth, the center of the orbit
is on the axis that go through the observer and the north star. The rotational
velocity of the earth is not constant, but varies slightly over time. Moreover,
for the different seasons and locations of an observer, the height of the orbit
is different. Swinton (1920) gives an algorithm to accurately calculate the
position of the sun based on time and position of the observer.
Figure 2.4: A geometric view of the sun’s path as seen by an observer at Q. Each
disc has radius R. (Swinton, 1920)
2.2.2 Solar Tracking Technology
An observer on the earth can use equipment to accurately determine the sun’s
position in real-time. There are different types of classification in research. In
generally, solar trackers are classified in two ways, active and passive. Active
solar trackers work on the principle that use motor change the angle of trackers
to follow the sun actively. Whereas passive solar trackers using a balance of
forces to track the sun passively.
Poulek and Libra (1998) developed a new tracking stand to combine both
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higher efficiency of active trackers and simple design of active trackers. Clif-
ford and Eastwood (2004) discussed a range of solar trackers in both positive
and active and showed a new designed novel passive solar tracker. Rubio et al.
(2007) indicate that "regarding control units, the main types of solar track-
ers are: passive, microprocessor and electro-optical controlled units." For the
first type it does not use any electronic control or motor. For the second one,
it uses a mathematical formula to predict the sun’s movement and need not
sense the sunlight. Rubio et al. (2007) also indicate a search method to let
tracker find the sun position when tracker loses the sun position that makes
sensor has no feedback. Finally, the electro-optical controlled units that use
the information of some sensor to estimate the sun’s real position then use
that information in the control algorithm. Mousazadeh et al. (2009) indicate
the classification of the solar tracker and shows more detail in the active solar
tracker. Rizk and Chaiko (2008) shows "the potential system benefits of sim-
ple tracking solar system using a stepper motor and light sensor." Lee et al.
(2009) indicate another classification of solar tracker that classifies them in
open-loop and close-loop. Malan (2014) shows classification and example in
the Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Classification and examples of solar tracking mechanisms (Malan, 2014)
Passively powered mechanisms Actively powered mecha-
nisms
Open-loop
tracking
Clockwork mechanisms Microprocessor-based so-
lar algorithms
Closed-loop
tracking
Trackers using thermal
expansion actuators
Electro-optical feedback
sensors
2.2.2.1 Passive solar tracker
Passive solar trackers normally have a simple design, using a balance of forces
to track the sun. If it does not point directly at the sun, an unbalanced force
would correct it. Normally passive solar tracker have a slower response and is
cheaper compared to active solar trackers. Some of the passive solar trackers
make use of the thermal expansion of a matter (usually Freon) or on shape
memory alloys (Mousazadeh et al., 2009). Clifford et al. presented a novel
passive solar tracker modeled with a computer system.
2.2.2.2 Active solar tracker
Mousazadeh et al. (2009) categorized active solar trackers into four categories:
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• Microprocessor and Electro-optical sensor based.
• PC controlled date and time based.
• Auxiliary bifacial solar cell based
• A combination of three above.
Figure 2.5: Shade balancing principle (a) sun-pointing sensors (b) tilted mount of
photo sensors (c) precise sun pointing by means of a collimator (Mousazadeh et al.,
2009)
Microprocessor and electro-optical sensor based systems measure the differ-
ence between two electro-optical sensors to determine if the sensor is pointing
directly at the sun. Figure 2.5 shows three possible set-ups. Sensor (a) in
figure 2.5 shows a light shade sensor, which can be used to drive a motor that
orientates the sensors to point directly at the sun. Sensor (b) detects light on
two sides of a triangle. Rizk and Chaiko (2008) discussed details about this
sensor. Sensor (c) uses slit and two photo sensors to find the direction of the
sun relative to the sensors.
PC controlled, date and time based tracker is widely used and researched. It
uses an algorithm to calculate the position of the sun by given the day number
in computer and tracker’s position from GPS. Then based on the consequences
from algorithm, computer can control all heliostats point to the right direction.
There are many research papers refer to the solar position. It will discuss what
they are and how they work in the next section.
The auxiliary bifacial solar cell based tracker is described by Poulek and Libra
(1998). It uses a PV cell to collect solar energy which drive DC motor to ro-
tate the whole system. The system is shown in figure 2.6. When the solar rays
are perpendicular to the collector, the PV panel does not absorb any sunlight.
This means that no power is supported to the motor and the rotation of the
collector stops.
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Figure 2.6: Horizontal axis tracker.(Mousazadeh et al., 2009). The cells collect
sunlight to generate electric power which supports motor. Then motor changes the
angle of whole system until cells perpendicular to the sunlight, in which position,
the collector can receive maximum solar rays.
2.2.3 Solar Position Algorithm Accuracy
The position of the sun in the sky can also be calculated instead of measured.
The calculated position is for almost all practical applications accurate enough.
Many research papers refer to the calculation of solar position. Sun position
algorithms have been widely used in CSP plants. In general, the controller
calculates the sun’s position with a mathematical algorithm and control the
orientation of the reflector accordingly. However, central receiver system that
have a large number of heliostats, each heliostat controller should be cheap.
The implementation of the controller should find a balance between accuracy,
complexity and cost.
Some algorithm only uses the day of the year and the declination angle to
calculate the sun’s position (Cooper, 1969; Spencer, 1971; Swift, 1976; and
Lamm, 1981;) others use more complex algorithms (William B. Stine and
Michael Geyer (Swinton, 1920)) that use latitude, day number and solar time
to calculate the sun’s position. There are also some other algorithms exists:
Walraven, 1978; Priman and VantHull, 1978; Michalsky, 1988; Blanco(PSA),
2001; Lbrahim Reda,2004; Roberto Grena, 2007; Reda and Andreas(SPA),
2008;
Table 2.2 shows the accuracy of some solar position algorithms. The solar
Position Algorithm (SPA) by Reda and Andreas, 2008 has the best accuracy
with a maximum tracking uncertainty of 0.0003 degrees.
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Table 2.2: Some author with their algorithm’s year,uncertainty
Author(s) Year Algorithm Uncertainty (degree)
Spencer 1971 0.25
Pitman and Vant-Hull 1979 0.02
Walraven 1979 0.013
Michalsky 1988 0.011
Blanco-Muriel et al. 2001 0.008
Grena 2007 0.0027
Reda and Andreas 2008 0.0003
2.2.4 Solar Vector
The solar vector is generally used to describe the position of the sun. It is
calculated for each individual heliostat in a central receiver plant, so that the
heliostat reflects the sun onto the central receiver. The algorithm presented
here calculates the unit solar vector (sˆ) instead of the solar azimuth (γs) and
the altitude angle (αs). The derivation that follows is adapted from William B.
Stine and Michael Geyer (Swinton, 1920). As solar design purposes, however,
here only has an approximation accurate within about 1 degree.
1. Express time t in hours where t ∈ [0, 24). The hour angle (w) can be
described by:
w = 15(t− 12) (2.1)
2. Set N as number of days since January 1 (if the year is a leap year, add one
day for the date between 1 March to 31 December). The declination angle (δ)
can be calculate as:
δ = arcsin(0.39795 cos[0.98563(N − 173)]) (rad) (2.2)
3. Set the latitude angle (φ) of the observer’s position. The sun altitude angle
(αs) can be expressed as:
αs = arcsin(sin(δ) sin(φ) + cos(δ) cos(w) cos(φ)) (2.3)
4. The solar azimuth angle (γs) can be found by:
γ
′′
s = arccos(
sin(δ) cos(φ)− cos(δ) cos(w) sin(φ)
cos(αs)
) (rad) (2.4)
If sin(w) > 0
γs = 2pi − γ′′s (2.5)
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Else sin(w) ≤ 0
γs = γ
′′
s (2.6)
5. The solar vector (sˆ) can now be expressed as:
sˆ = sz zˆ + seeˆ+ snnˆ (2.7)
where sz = sin(αs), se = cos(αs) sin(γs), sn = cos(αs) cos(γs)
2.3 Heliostat Calibration
Each heliostat in a CSP plant has it’s bias to reflect the solar rays to the re-
ceiver. Those bias need to be calibrated to ensure each heliostat reflects solar
rays to the receiver accurately. Otherwise, the efficiency of solar power plant
will drop heavily. In general, heliostat calibration is gathering the information
about how heliostat works and where the bias are. Then the control system
can adjust the angle of each heliostat to compensate the bias.
Several calibration methods have been implemented in central receiver helio-
stat control system. For gathering information about bias on heliostats, some
method install sensors on each heliostat to measure the bias, alternatively,
some method use a camera to capture the reflection image on calibration target
plan, then using different algorithm to calculate the parameters of heliostats.
The calibration method in most papers are based on Berenguel et al. (2004).
Figure 2.7: Concept of operation of the heliostat field control system(Malan, 2014)
Most heliostats calibration methods ask for the sun’s position to calibrate he-
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liostats. Based on different methods to calculate the sun’s position. There are
different method to calibrate helisotats.
• For passive solar tracking system, it actually can not actively control
variables about the system. Besides, it is hardly used in Central Receiver
System.
• Sensor based and PC controlled date and time-based, calibration method
can be either close-loop or open-loop, due to the cost, most central re-
ceiver system does not choose this option.
• Sensorless, PC controlled date and time based, which calibration method
almost depends on the mathematical model. In some case, this system
asks for GPS to get date and time information.
There is little information publicly available on commercial heliostat calibra-
tion techniques. Most papers refer to the calibration method described by
Berenguel et al. (2004) which is a sensorless method. Malan (2014) illustrates
this method using Figure 2.7. It is a close-loop calibration process. Figure 2.8
shows the reflect image caught by camera on calibration target plane. First
it uses the camera to capture reflected image on the calibration target. After
that it compares the center of the target with sunbeam centroid, and calcu-
lated the sun’s position by an algorithm. After that it uses an algorithm to
calculate errors on the heliostat. Then offset correction on the model. After
finish all above, it does the iteration to figure out best offset correction. Malan
(2014) also design and model a control system for a 5MWe pilot based on this
method. Alternatively, eSolar’s calibration method is different from other. To
calibrate a large number of heliostats, eSolar build several target tower around
the heliostat field that can let a number of heliostats do the calibration at the
same time.
2.4 Heliostat Error
Calibration and tracking of heliostats in central receiver system has become a
key factor for cost reduction of CSP plants. Baheti and Scott (1980) illustrate
that the angular accuracy for large heliostat fields must be approximately 0.1
degrees.
The error sources of heliostat tracking are dealt with by Stone et al. (1995).
The authors discusses about the geometrical errors that reduce heliostat track-
ing accuracy in Solar Two. After that, authors identified three dominant error
sources:
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Figure 2.8: Details of the calibration target and the different shapes of the reflected
image of the sun projected by the heliostats. (a) centered ellipsoids the orientation
of the shape changes during the day. (b,c) Ellipsoids are out of the target due to
aiming errors (Berenguel et al., 2004)
• Azimuth axis tilt errors which was main error sources from heliostat was
installed. Those errors are come from the heliostats’ axis tilted.
• Mirror alignment canting errors. It occurs when the heliostat mirrors’
normal vector are not pointing the same direction with the normal vector
to the heliostat’s local elevation plane defined by the gear drive assembly.
• Encoder reference errors. It comes from the motors on the heliostats
which do not work in good condition. Normally it can be easily fixed
once noticed.
Freeman (2014) discuss the effect of several errors on calibration and control
system in depth. The paper lists 15 errors as shown in Table 2.3.
2.5 Heliostat Error Model
Heliostat error model is a mathematical model that simulate how heliostat re-
flect solar rays to the receiver. By given errors in specific heliostat the model
can shows the reflected solar ray on the target plan. Heliostat error model
gives a significant view about how errors affect the reflect solar rays.
There are some error model built by different research. Baheti and Scott
(1980) illustrate a mathematical error model including six installation coeffi-
cients and drive errors. In his model the difference between commanded and
actual drive angles using the coordinate transformation method based on the
azimuth-elevation tracking geometrical relationship. Hogan et al. (2013) also
use the same model in his paper.
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Table 2.3: Result of the risk/reward assessment (Freeman, 2014)
Ranking Error number and description
1st biggest effect Backdrive of heliostatLow encoder resolution
2nd biggest effect
Gear ratio choice
Pedestal tilt
Azimuth and Elevation reference angle
Non-level terrain
3rd biggest effect
Mirror surface deformations
Reflectivity reduction with aging
Errors due to wind loading
Gear backlash
Cable slippage
Dimensional tolerances in drive wheel
Encoder type
Smallest effect Reduction of accuracy of sensors with agingDivergence of ref1ected rays from heliostat
Malan (2014) use another model based on Stone et al. (1995). A 3D overview
with the explanation will be given as following.
2.5.1 Heliostat 3D Overview
A Cartesian coordinate system has been built to illustrate the position of a
heliostat and its relationship between target plan in three dimensions. Fig-
ure 2.9(left) shows a overview of geometrical heliostat model. An east, north,
zenith coordinate system is used in the rest of paper. Sun light reflected by
heliostat plan to the target plan on the tower. Figure 2.9(right) shows details
of vectors with their azimuth angles(γ) and elevation angles(α) .
• Point B is center of heliostat plan which located at B(zB, eB, nB). Point
A is the center of target plan which located at A(zA, eA, nA). In this
paper, the bottom of the solar tower is set at the original point that is
O(0, 0, 0).
• sˆ is solar vector describe the direction of sunlight.
• rˆ is the reflect vector that point to the center of target plan.
• hˆ is the normal vector of heliostat which perpendicular to heliostat plan.
• Because incidence angle(θi) is the angle caused by reflection, this angle
between the normal vector and reflect vector is same with the angle
between the normal vector and solar vector.
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Figure 2.9: Vector and Angle for a heliostat model
In this paper the target plan is face to east, so that the normal vector of target
plan(Ntarget) should be [0, 1, 0].
2.5.2 Heliostat Normal vector
Figure 2.9(left) illustrates the relationship between Normal vector of heilostat
and incidence angle(θi).rˆ is the vector from central of the helistat point to the
central of target plan. The angle from normal vector to solar vector and from
normal vector to reflect vector are same so that:
rˆ =
(zt − zh)zˆ + (et − eh)eˆ+ (nt − nh)nˆ√
(zt − zh)2 + (et − eh)2 + (nt − nh)2
(2.8)
cos(2θi) = sˆ · rˆ (2.9)
θi =
arccos(sˆ · rˆ)
2
(2.10)
Because of this model reconstruct each vector after add errors in different an-
gles. Therefore it is necessary to calculate heliostat normal vector by incident
angle:
hˆ =
rˆ + sˆ
2 cos(θi)
(2.11)
2.5.3 Rotation Matrix
Errors in heliostat affect on heliostat plan which can be seen as rotation around
different axes. Following defined different types of rotation matrix.
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Rotation Matrix Re perform a counter-clockwise rotation through an angle
θ around axis e:
Re =
1 0 00 cos(θ) sin(θ)
0 − sin(θ) cos(θ)
 (2.12)
Rotation Matrix Rn perform a counter-clockwise rotation through an angle α
around axis n:
Rn =
cos(α) 0 − sin(α)0 1 0
sin(α) 0 cos(α)
 (2.13)
Rotation Matrix Rz perform a counter-clockwise rotation through an angle γ
around axis z:
Rz =
 cos(γ) sin(γ) 0− sin(γ) cos(γ) 0
0 0 1
 (2.14)
The plan of heliostat also rotated around it’s pedestal, for which Rodrigues
Rotation Formula can be used. It describes a rotation around any fixed axis.
Fixed axis can be described as Euler vector(eˆ) and θ represent the rotation
angle. For helisotat, Euler vector(eˆ) represents heilostat pedestal.
[eˆ]X is 3x3 skew symmetric matrices which shows as following:
[eˆ]X =
 0 e3 −e2−e3 0 e1
e2 −e1 0
 (2.15)
Then rotation(R) of Rodrigues Rotation Formula can be presented as follow-
ing:
R = I3 cos(θ) + (1− cos(θ))[eˆ]X [eˆ]TX + [eˆ]X sin(θ) (2.16)
Figure 2.10 shows all rotation matrix in three dimension view.
2.5.4 Errors
There are totally 8 error sources which belong to installation error in this
model. They are discussed as following:
1.Bias angle about heliostat plan. It is about the azimuth bias angle(γbias) and
elevation bias angle(αbias) which describe the offset on heliostat. Figure 3.2
shows relationship between those two errors and normal vector of heliostat.
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Figure 2.10: Rotation in three dimension view
Figure 2.11: azimuth bias angle(γbias) and elevation bias angle(αbias)
2.Pedestal tilt errors indicate the offset in main support of heliostat. Offset can
be seen as rotation in two direction, counter-clockwise rotation on e axis(εpte)
and counter-clockwise rotation on n axis(εptn). The offset shows in Figure 2.12
3.(εno) express the mirror alignment non-orthogonality errors. Figure 2.13
shows where the error comes from.
4.Once heliostats have been installed, there will be displacement for each he-
liostat’s position. Due to non-level ground, there are also some offsets on
position information. ∆e, ∆n, ∆z represent offset on e axis, n axis and z axis
respectively.
2.5.5 Mathematics of Error Model
This section illustrate details of Error Model of a heliostat. All model is based
on karel’s work(Malan, 2014). Moreover, this model can be set in several steps
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Figure 2.12: (a)shows pedestal without offset. (b)shows pedestal with off-
set.(Freeman, 2014)
Figure 2.13: Mirror cant error (εno)
as Figure 2.14 shows.
1. Using the solar vector and reflect vector to calculate ideal incident angle.
θi =
arccos(sˆ · rˆ)
2
(2.17)
2. Using ideal incident angle, solar vector and reflect vector, ideal normal vec-
tor can be expressed as:
hˆi =
rˆ + sˆ
2 cos(θi)
(2.18)
3. The azimuth angle and elevation angle of ideal normal vector can be ex-
pressed as:
αhˆi = arcsin(hˆi(3)) (2.19)
γhˆi = arcsin(
hˆi(1)
cos(αhˆi)
) (2.20)
4. Adding bias angle to ideal normal vector:
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Figure 2.14: Error Model derivation steps(Malan, 2014)
αhˆbias = αhˆi + αbias (2.21)
γhˆbias = γhˆbias + γbias (2.22)
5. The bias normal vector can be found by:
hˆbias =
[
sin(αhˆbias) cos(αhˆbias) sin(γhˆbias) cos(αhˆbias) cos(γhˆbias)
]
(2.23)
6. Bias heliostat normal vector then should be rotated by rotation matrix:
hˆrotated = ReRnRzRhˆbias (2.24)
7. New incident angle can be expressed as:
θnew = arccos(sˆ · hˆrotated) (2.25)
8. New reflect vector can be expressed as:
rˆnew = 2 cos(θnew)hˆrotated − sˆ (2.26)
9. If we image the reflected sunlight as a vector. Then the start point of real
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reflect vector can be found by adding position offset to the heliostat position:
Pstart =
[
zh + ∆z eh + ∆e nh + ∆n
]
(2.27)
10. The end of reflected sunlight vector can be seen as:
Pend = Pstart + rˆnew (2.28)
11. Any point on target plan can be expressed as Ptarget = [ztarget, etarget, ntarget].
Finding the intersection point of a vector and a plan can be expressed as:
Pint = Pstart +
−(Pstart − Ptarget)NTtarget
(Pend − Pstart)NTtarget
(Pend − Pstart) (2.29)
2.6 Error Propagation
Error propagation is the problem to find the distribution of a function with
several random variables. There is no error propagation method be applied
in heliostat field before. In other fields, error propagation is widely used. For
example, mobile localization analysis, Error propagation for relative motion de-
termined from marker positions etc. Leon Hall1 and Kristiaan Schreve(Page,
2010) using error propagation method to analysis an articulated arm. Arras,
Ko(Arras and Arras, 1998) gives a introduction of error propagation deriva-
tion.
Error Propagation Law can be expressed as:
CY = FXCXF
T
X (2.30)
Figure 2.15 shows a basic idea of one-dimensional case about error propagation
problem. Variable X in the function f(X) have uncertainties. Because this
uncertainties transferred by function f , output Y should also have a uncer-
tainties. By using Taylor series expansion, function f can be seen as a linear
function. Then the uncertainties distribution could keep the same forX and Y .
For n-dimensional case, the output’s parameter is expressed as:
µY = f(µ1, µ2, ..., µn) (2.31)
σY ≈
n∑
i
(
∂f
∂Xi
)2σ2i (2.32)
For n input two output, it can be expressed as:
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Figure 2.15: One-dimensional case of a nonlinear error propagation problem.(Arras
and Arras, 1998)
µY = f1(µ1, µ2, ..., µn) (2.33)
σ2Y ≈
n∑
i
(
∂f1
∂Xi
)2σ2i (2.34)
µZ = f2(µ1, µ2, ..., µn) (2.35)
σ2Z ≈
n∑
i
(
∂f2
∂Xi
)2σ2i (2.36)
σY Z =
∑ ∂f1
∂Xi
∂f2
∂Xi
σ2i +
∑∑
i6=j
∂f1
∂Xi
∂f2
∂Xj
σ2ij (2.37)
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Heliostat Error Model
The heliostat error model is a mathematical model that takes the heliostat
errors as input parameters and gives the position of the reflected solar rays on
the target plan as output. The heliostat error model used by Malan (2014)
is also used here. The mathematical heliostat error model is implemented in
Matlab code. This chapter validates the implemented code and gives some
result from the heliostat error model.
3.1 Validation
In this section, the implementation of the solar vector is validated as well as
the implementation of the heliostat error model.
3.1.1 Solar Vector
Solar vector is a unit direction vector point to the sun from a selected position
on the earth. It gives the direction information from the selected position to
the sun. While developing the model for solar vector, each step has been tested
individually. The sun azimuth angle (γs) and the sun altitude angle (αs) can
be calculated with the calculator provided by Swinton (1920). This section
compares the result of solar vector model with the online calculated result. In
the error model, it uses one specific day’s solar vector data to simulate. It
shows the solar vector equations as following:
sˆ = seeˆ+ snnˆ+ sz zˆ (3.1)
where se = cos(αs) sin(γs), sn = cos(αs) cos(γs), sz = sin(αs)
Moreover, because of the solar vector is based on the sun azimuth angle and
the sun altitude angle, the validation process only compares the angle differ-
ence as Figure 3.1 shows.
31
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Figure 3.1: The result shows the different in 24 solar hours between angle calculated
from the model and online calculator. It chooses 100 for day number and -33.936
degree for latitude.
The result shows that all angle differences are less than 0.006 degrees. That
difference is caused by the accuracy level of implement model differ from the
calculator. The error is small enough to conclude that the implemented model
is correct. In the next section, this solar vector is used in the error model.
3.1.2 Error Model
In the error model, each step has been tested. Moreover, the heliostat error
model was analyzed in the paper of Stone et al. (1995) then Malan (2014)
validated his model with this heliostat error model. The implementation of
the error model is validated by comparing results from it with results given in
Malan (2014). Section 2.5 showed that the error model has 11 inputs for this
model which are:
• Elevation angle offset error and azimuth angle offset error.
• North-south pedestal tilt error and east-west pedestal tilt error.
• Mirror alignment non-orthogonality errors.
• Three displacement errors.
• Location of target plane.
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• Location of heliostat.
• Solar vector.
With those inputs are exactly known, the plot calculated from the model will
have all the points at the origin, which means the reflected rays hit the central
receiver exactly where it should, throughout the day.
The model uses the solar vector at date 21/12/2012 which means the day
number is 355 and a latitude of 33.93 degree north. The heliostat is set at 50
m south of the tower, and the target is at the height of 13 m. The following
figures show results on the target plane with different hours in a day. Because
in the model, displacement errors directly affect the result on the target plane
which does not need to be validated.. The model is validated with first three
kinds of errors mentioned above. The figure is not exactly same because of the
solar vector inputs for the model is nor exactly same with Malan (2014).
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Figure 3.2: The model with errors for 1 mrad pedestal title toward (A)North,
(B)South, (C)West and (D)East. The left figure is the result from Malan and the
right one is from the model in this paper.
Figure 3.2 shows results from the model with pedestal tilt errors. Each point
on the figure represents the reflected solar ray on the target plan at a specific
solar time. The line in the figure represents the trajectory of reflected solar
rays from time to time, and the points in the circle show the first reflected
points on the target plane in that day. The pedestal of this heliostat is not
perfect perpendicular to the ground, in this different figure lines means differ-
ent 1 mard pedestal tilt angle in directions. The result shows how reflected
solar rays looks like on the target plane. It can be seen that the shape of two
consequence is almost same.
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Figure 3.3: The model with errors for bias offset. (A)αbias = 1mrad, (B)αbias = −1
mrad, (C)γbias = 1 mrad (D)γbias = −1 mrad. The left figure is the result from
Malan and the right one is from the model in this paper.
Figure 3.3 shows the result with four different bias angle offset errors and ele-
vation offset errors. Elevation offset error is the mirror plane of heliostat not
perfect point to the expected direction. It is alignment canted due to different
reasons. We can see that the shape of two results is similar.
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Figure 3.4: Non-orthogonality errors [mrad]: εno = 1 and εno = −1. Result from
Karel (left) and result from model(right)
Figure 3.4 shows non-orthogonal errors. This error makes the pedestal of he-
liostat has a rotation for 1 mard around the pedestal. The results is similar.
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3.2 Result from the heliostat error model
After built the error model, the result of the heliostat error shows how date and
solar time affect the consequence on reflected image. And with the position of
heliostat changed result also changed accordingly. In this section, it will illus-
trate different date and positions of heliostat affect the result throughout a day.
3.2.1 Effect of date and time
In this section, the effect of the data and time on the reflected solar rays is
considered for different errors in the heliostat model. The location of helio-
stat for tracking result is same as previous one (1, 0,−50),(Z,E,N) and tar-
get is 13 meters high. Solar vector is tested on five different day numbers:
1, 101, 201, 250, 301.
3.2.1.1 Solar vector effect on Pedestal Error
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Figure 3.5: Pedestal tilt errors with different solar vector. The model with errors
for 1 mrad pedestal title toward (A)West and (B)East (left), (C)North and (D)South
(right). In the figure it shows 5 different solar vectors from different time.
Figure 3.5 shows the result with Pedestal tilt errors εptn = 1 mrad (left)
and εpte = 1 mrad (right) in five different solar vectors with different time.
The figures clearly show that as time change, the trajectory of the reflected
rays’ position on the target can be far away from the center. In the left figure,
we can see that with time changes, reflected points’ trajectory was moving
closer to the center as date number increasing from 1 to 201. After date 201,
reflected points goes back to the same position as date 1. In the right figure,
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it shows the trajectory close from date 1 to date 201 and then open again.
3.2.1.2 Solar vector effect on the combination of bias offset errors
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Figure 3.6: Bias offset errors with different solar vector. The model with errors for
1 mrad azimuth bias(A)West, (B)East (left) and 1 mrad elevation bias (C)North,
(D)South (right). In the figure it shows 5 different solar vectors from different time.
Figure 3.6 shows the result with all the heliostat errors zero except the
azimuth bias angle γbias = 1 mard(left) and elevation bias angle αbias = 1
mard(right). It can be seen that in the left figure, the trajectory of reflected
points goes away from central with the date from day 1 to day 200. After that
it goes back again as date number increasing to the end of the year. However,
elevation bias has no affect on the trajectory with the date changed all the year.
3.2.1.3 Solar vector effect on Non-Orthogonality Error
The tracking result shows in Figure 3.7, and it can be seen that the distance
from reflected points to the central is becoming smaller with the increasing of
date number.After the 200th day of a year, the reflected points goes away from
the central point again. At the first day in a year, reflected point has almost
the largest distance from central points, while, at the 200th day in a year, the
distance becomes almost smallest. After that, the distance increases back as
the begin of the year.
All the previous figures indicate that the date and time of a year do affect
the tracking result of the heliostat error model. The exactly trajectory of re-
flected solar rays on the target with the different date is dependents on the
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Figure 3.7: Non-Orthogonality error with solar vectors in five different days.
(A):εno = −1, (B):εno = 1.
individual heliostat errors. Using a well-calibrated heliostat model is impor-
tant. Otherwise, the reflected solar rays may far of the target.
3.2.2 Effect of the heliostat position
Figure 3.8: Five different positions for Heliostats
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This section discusses the tracking result for a different position of a helio-
stat. The solar vector is for day number 355, the target is 13 meters high.
Figure 3.8 gives five different position where heliostats is placed at. Those five
different positions(Z,E,N) are arranged clockwise :(1, 0, 50) north of the tower,
(1, 50, 50) north-east of the tower, (1, 50, 0) east of the tower, (1, 50,−50) east-
south of the tower , (1, 0, 50) south of the tower.
3.2.2.1 Different heliostats with pedestal errors
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Figure 3.9: Pedestal tilt errors with different heliostat. The model with errors for
1 mrad pedestal title toward East(left) and West(right) shows five results with each
heliostat.
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Figure 3.10: Pedestal tilt errors with different heliostat. The model with errors
for 1 mrad pedestal title toward North(left) and South(right) shows five results with
each heliostat.
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Figure 3.9 shows the result with all the heliostat errors zero except pedestal
tilt errors εpte = ±1 mrad. The points with different shapes refer to differ-
ent heliostat tracking result. It clearly shows that with position changed, the
shape of error tracking result also changed. With the target plan faced to
East, the heliostat’s result is symmetric with East-axis which means heliostat
at position 1 and 5 have similar result and position 2 and 4 have similar result.
Figure 3.10 shows the result with all the heliostat errors zero except pedestal
tilt errors εptn = ±1 mrad. It also shows that the result is related to heliostat
position. When the position of heliostat symmetric with East-axis, the conse-
quence on the target plan is also symmetric with central point.
3.2.2.2 Different heliostats with bias offset errors
After setting five heilostat positions, Figure 3.11 shows the result with all the
heliostat azimuth bias angle are γbias = ±1 mard. With the errors, the result
become complex. It can be seen that the shape of error tracking result is
changed a lot with different heliostat positions.
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Figure 3.11: Bias offset errors with different heliostat position. The model with
title azimuth bias γbias = 1 mrad (left) and γbias = −1 mrad (right) shows five results
with each heliostat.
Figure 3.12 shows the result with all the heliostat elevation bias angle are
αbias = ±1 mard. With the errors. It can be seen that the shape of error
tracking result is changed by heliostat positions.
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Figure 3.12: Bias offset errors with different heliostat position. The model with
title elevation bias αbias = 1 mrad (left) and αbias = −1 mrad (right) shows five
results with each heliostat.
3.2.2.3 Different heliostats with non-orthogonality error
Figure 3.13 shows the results with non-orthogonality error εno = ±1 mrad
with different heliostat positions. It can be seen that the shape of result is
changed with different heliostats.
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Figure 3.13: Non-orthogonality error with different heliostats. εno = −1 mrad
(left). εno = 1 mrad (right)
Different heliostat positions change the reflected points’ trajectory as Fig-
ure 3.9 to 3.13 shows. The position of heliostat have different affection on
different errors. Normally the reflected points have a symmetry relationship
based on heliostat position.
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In generally, for a particularly reflected point, the results dependent on ev-
ery parameter inputs in the model. Which means it is difficult for a system to
trace back the accuracy errors’ value simply by error model.
The next chapter discusses the error propagation model, which is used to
analyze the tracking result for heliostat errors that are not exactly known, like
in this chapter, but that are known only to certain degree.
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Chapter 4
Error Propagation Model
Chapter 3 discussed the effect of the solar vector and the position of the he-
liostat about the tower on the reflected solar rays on the target plane.
In this chapter, the error propagation law is applied to the heliostat error
model, and the result is called the error propagation model which is first de-
rived. After that, the derivation is validated by comparing the result distribu-
tion from derived model with the consequence from Monte Carlo simulation.
As we apply first-order Taylor series expansion in error propagation if the he-
liostat error function is too far from linear, the approximation of consequence
can be poor. At the other hand, we can expect the consequence of error prop-
agation model is close enough to the result from Monte Carlo simulation. At
last, some result from the derived model is discussed.
4.1 Model Derivation
The error propagation model is finding the distribution of outputs from a func-
tion with several random input variables. Which means we are going to figure
out the first two statistical moments, that is the mean µoutputs and the second
(central) moment σ2outputs, the variance. Normally we have the distribution of
inputs.
For the heliostat error model, it means that uncertainties in the errors of
the heliostat will cause uncertainties in the position of the reflected rays on
the target. In this case, there are eight uncertainty inputs and two uncer-
tainty outputs. As Figure 4.1 shows, the model produces the coordinates of
the reflected points on target plan. Here follows the application of the error
propagation law on the heliostat error model.
Figure 4.1 shows the error propagation model system. In this case, it has eight
42
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Figure 4.1: Error Propagation Model Of Heliostat
error inputs, and two outputs:
Each error is assumed to have a standard normal distribution. The errors’
distribution can be differ due to different environment. In this case, we are
assume errors with the mean equal to 0 mrad and the variance equal to 1 mrad2.
Errori ∼ N(µi, σ2i ) (4.1)
Where µi = 0 mrad, σ2i = 1 mrad2
The error propagation equation can be expressed as:
Cxy = FinputCinputF
T
input (4.2)
Where Cxy is 2× 2 output covariance matrix. Finput is Jacobian matrix. The
diagonal of covariance matrix is the variance of errors along X and Y axes.
Cxy =
[
σ2x σxσy
σxσy σ
2
y
]
(4.3)
Since there are eight inputs, the 8×8 input covaricance matrix can be express
as:
Cinput =

σ2e1 σe1e2 · · · σe1e8
σe2e1 σ
2
e2 · · · σe2e8
...
... . . .
...
σe8e1 σe8e2 · · · σ2e8
 (4.4)
The Jacobian Matrix F can be shown as:
Finput =
∂FX∂e1 · · · ∂FX∂e8∂FY
∂e1
· · · ∂FY
∂e8
 (4.5)
To combine all matrix together, by equation 4.2, the Error Propagation Model
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can be expressed as:[
σ2x σxσy
σxσy σ
2
y
]
=
∂FX∂e1 · · · ∂FX∂e8∂FY
∂e1
· · · ∂FY
∂e8


σ2e1 σe1e2 · · · σe1e8
σe2e1 σ
2
e2 · · · σe2e8
...
... . . .
...
σe8e1 σe8e2 · · · σ2e8


∂FX
∂e1
∂FY
∂e1...
...
∂FX
∂e8
∂FY
∂e8

(4.6)
In order to find out distribution of outputs we can calculate the mean of results
which is :
µx = Fx(µ1, µ2, · · · , µ8)
µy = Fy(µ1, µ2, · · · , µ8)
(4.7)
4.2 Error Propagation Model Result
Each inputs parameters has an effect on the result of reflected points distri-
bution. For the following results, we choose the solar vector of day 355 and
heliostat with coordinate (1, 0,−50) to keep the same with previous chapters.
The result shows three different solar times on the same day. With all errors’
distribution are assumed to be normal distribution with µi = 0 mrad, σ2i = 1
mrad2, the result covariance matrix shows as following:
Cxy =
[
404.384 0.000
0.000 408.461
]
(4.8)
Where the variation of x,y coordinate for the point on the target plan are:
σ2x = 404.384 mrad
2
σ2y = 408.461 mrad
2 (4.9)
µx = 0 mrad
µy = 0 mrad
(4.10)
Setting all errors to zero, the result of error propagation model illustrate that
at solar noon, reflected sunlight rays reaching the target plan with a wider
errors distribution along the x-axis and more narrow distribution along the
y-axis. Along x-axis, the reflected points have a Gaussian distribution with
mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 1.011. Along y-axis, the reflected points
have a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 0.102.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of reflect points on the target plan.
As Chapter 3.2.1 shows, we will give more results with changing parame-
ters. Solar time, the different date also has an effect on the error propagation
results. Figure 4.3 shows results with different solar time and different date
though a year.
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of reflect points on the target plan. Assuming pedestal
errors has a normal distribution mean equal to 0 and variance equal to 1. Left:
Different solar time though one day. Right: Different date with same solar time
though one year.
Figure 4.4 gives a results with different heliostat positions. We choose three
heliostat positions here [1, 0, 50], [1, 50, 0], [1, 0,−50] comparing with Chapter
3.2.2. The figure is symmetry when pedestal errors change to opposite value.
After validated, we will apply error propagation model on some questions in
chapter 5 and at that time, we will show distribution figures.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of reflect points on the target plan. Assuming pedestal
errors has a normal distribution which variance equal to 1. The figure shows 3
different heliostat positions. Left: pedestal title errors’ mean equal to −1. Right:
pedestal title errors’ mean equal to 1.
4.3 Validation
Figure 4.5: First uses a Mote Carlo simulation to generate samples which can
be used in hypothesis testing to comparing with the results from error propagation
model.
This section validates the implementation of the error propagation model.
First, it uses a Monte Carlo simulation to generate samples from the helio-
stat error model which has already been validated. Then it uses hypothesis
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testing to check if the results from the error propagation model are correct
by comparing it to the results from the Monte Carlo simulation. We set same
error parameters to both error propagation model and Monte Carlo model and
check if Monte Carlo simulation’s result can be seen as generated from error
propagation model. Figure 4.5 shows the validation flow.
4.3.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
The Monte Carlo method is a computational method. The principle is that
by giving a large number of random samples to the model to obtain numerical
results. Using large random sampling to understand a system and simulate
the system.
This Monte Carlo simulation uses repeated random sampling to generate simu-
lated data that shows the relationship between inputs and outputs. In general,
there are four steps to apply to a Monte Carlo Simulation. For validation pur-
poses, the solar vector corresponding to day 355 at 12 : 00 is used, the heliostat
is at position (1, 0,−50) which is keeping the same with previous chapter.
Step 1. Identify an appropriate mathematical model for the Monte Carlo
simulation. In this case, the validated heliostat error model is used.
Step 2. Define the inputs and outputs of the mathematical model in step
1.
Each error is assumed to be a normal distribution with zero mean and stan-
dard deviation at one. The solar vector, the positions of the heliostat and the
position of the target not changed. For outputs, the model gives the coordi-
nates of the reflected points on the target plan.
Step 3. Create random input data
As the parameters defined, it is simple to create valuable for each error input
using the function "normrnd(0, 1)" in Matlab.
Step 4. Simulate and analyze outputs with the random input data.
Running a large enough number of simulations, the Monte Carlo simulation
will lead to reliable outputs to do the analysis. In this case, the simulation
was run 10, 0000 times.
We set the same error parameters as error propagation model in Figure 4.2,
and the Monte Carlo model distribution result shows on the target plane as
Figure 4.6. It can be seen that the distribution of errors along the Y-axis is
similar with errors along X-axis. In addition, the distribution of errors along
both axes seems to have the same mean 0. This distribution result is similar to
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Figure 4.6: Monte Carlo simulation result of the error model with the result from
the error propagation model superimposed.
the result of the error propagation model, and they would be compared more
precisely in the next section.
4.3.2 Hypothesis Testing
A hypothesis is a statement about the population parameters to be tested,
such as population mean, variance, etc. A hypothesis test is used to determine
if there is enough evidence in the data to support the hypothesis based on
statistics and probability theory. It has two opposing hypothesis to be tested
in the theory, null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis. Based on the data,
the test determines whether to reject the null hypothesis or not. We use p-
value to determine the consequence. If the p-value is less than or equal to a
specific value, we can reject the null hypothesis. Otherwise, we can not reject
the hypothesis.
This section gives the validation of the error propagation model by comparing
its results with the Monte Carlo simulation results. Hypothesis testing use
statistics to determine the probability that a given hypothesis is true. Nor-
mally, the process of hypothesis testing consists of four steps as Figure 4.7
shows:
Step 1: Between the result from Monte Carlo Simulation and Error Propa-
gation Model, there are two components should be compared to, the mean (µx
and µy) of errors and the variance (σ2x and σ2y ) of errors. The null hypothesis
can be set as:
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Figure 4.7: Hypothesis Testing Process
H1o : µx = 0
H2o : µy = 0
H3o : σ
2
x = 404.384
H4o : σ
2
y = 408.461
(4.11)
Then the alternative hypothesis becomes:
H1a : µx 6= 0
H2a : µy 6= 0
H3a : σ
2
x 6= 404.384
H4a : σ
2
y 6= 408.461
(4.12)
Step 2: In this part, to check the hypothesis relating to mean values, it uses
T-test statistic, and Chi-square test statistic is used to check hypothesis relat-
ing to variance values.
Step 3: Test the assumption that the samples generated from Monte Carlo
simulation are come from a normal distribution. Figure 4.8 shows that all
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data is along a straight line, which means that all data are come from normal
distribution.
Figure 4.8: A normal probability plot of errors along x-axis and y-axis
Table 4.1: Hypothesis Test Result
Hypothesis H P-Value Test Stastic Matlab Test Function
1 0 0.3073 T-test ttest
2 0 0.1602 T-test ttest
3 0 0.5387 Chi-square test vartest
4 0 0.9717 Chi-square test vartest
Step 4: Table 4.1 shows the result of Hypothesis Test. First two hypothesis
prove that the data from Monte Carlo simulation has a zero mean. Moreover,
last two hypothesis test prove that the data has the same variance with error
propagation model result. Value H in the table is a logic result generated from
the Matlab function which indicates if the null hypothesis can be rejected or
not. In the result, it shows H for all hypothesis are equal to 0 which means
the test can not reject the null hypothesis. The mean and variance of sample
data are same as error propagation model result. The smaller P-value is, the
more doubt of there is in the validity of a null hypothesis. Only hypothesis
two has a relatively low P-value, but this value is still large enough to accept
the hypothesis.
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4.4 Conclusion
As hypothesis test proved, with all error has a normal distribution in the
model, error propagation model obtain the same reflected points distribution
as Monte Carlo simulation. It shows heliostat error model is linear enough to
be used in error propagation law and the result from error propagation model
is acceptable.
The error propagation model is derived base on the heliostat error model men-
tioned in Chapter 2. Eight errors are included in this model, and there may
have more sources of errors exist in other error models. Some errors can be
combined with one error source and others cannot. In this error propagation
model, it only shows the error effect of those eight errors and gives the dis-
tribution of points on the target plane. With this error propagation model,
some questions about the heliostat error model can be answered, such as how
sensitive the result is to various heliostat error parameters. The application of
error propagation model will be discussed in next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Results
The error propagation model has been validated in the last chapter. It is now
used to answer some questions about the effect of calibration errors in the he-
liostat model on the control accuracy of the heliostat. Each question is briefly
described and some results are shown at the end of each section. All questions
are tested with the heliostat at position (1, 0,−50), the target plant at a height
of 13 meters, and a solar vector on day 355th.
5.1 Pedestal Tilt
Central receiver plant are usually built in dry areas. However, after heavy
rains in such area, the ground of some heliostats may be changed which will
slant the heliostat in some direction. If this new slant is not accounted for
in the heliostat model, it will result in an error which will affect the control
accuracy. How does this slant affect the heliostat’s reflection on the target
plane.
5.1.1 Method
Figure 5.1 shows a heliostat slanted in some direction. The slant angle is
θbias. This slant causes pedestal tilt and it can be separated into two pedestal
tilt errors, a counter-clockwise rotation error around the E-axis (εpte) and a
counter-clockwise rotation error around the N-axis (εptn). Several scenarios are
tested. Each scenario assumes a certain error in the calibraion model, given
by µεpte , µεptn and σ2error. The distribution of the reflected rays on the target
is presented at different times of the day, namely 7h, 9h, 12h, 15h and 17h.
52
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Figure 5.1: Heliostat slant due to rain.
5.1.2 Result
Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of the reflected rays on the
target, for different errors in the pedestal tilt. Take Figure 5.2 as an example,
with µεpte = 1 mrad, µεptn = 1 mrad and σ2error = 1 mrad2. The reflected rays
will generally be focused to the top-left of the target. In all four figures, the
distribution of the reflected rays moves counter-clockwise as the day progresses.
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of errors along x-axis and y-axis with heliostat slant with
µεptn = 1 mrad, µεpte = 1 mrad and σ2error = 1 mrad2
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Figure 5.3: Distribution of errors along x-axis and y-axis with heliostat slant with
µεptn = 1 mrad, µεpte = −1 mrad and σ2error = 1 mrad2
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of errors along x-axis and y-axis with heliostat slant with
µεptn = −1 mrad, µεpte = −1 mrad and σ2error = 1 mrad2
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of errors along x-axis and y-axis with heliostat slant with
µεptn = −1 mrad, µεpte = 1 mrad and σ2error = 1 mrad2
5.2 Required Measurement Accuracy
How accurate could the position of the reflected rays on the target plane be
found?
5.2.1 Method
Different combination of errors can result in a different distribution of points
on the target plane. Besides, the distribution range for errors also affect the
reflected rays on the target plan. The way to solve this problem is first to es-
timate the errors that remain on the heliostat after calibration process. After
that, set errors’ distribution and use the error propagation model to see how
it affects the accuracy on the target plane. In this question, we assume an
error distribution with σ2error = 1 mrad2 and mean = 0 mrad to each error
which make the result easier to understand. The result shows the accuracy to
where the position of the reflected rays has to be measured, in order to get a
calibration result for a control accuracy of 1 mrad. We choose solar noon and
a heliostat at [1, 0,−50] as default parameter.
5.2.2 Result
In this result, as we assume the mean of errors equal to zero so that reflected
rays will distribute around the center on the target plan. So we only focus on
the variance distribution of the reflected rays. First, we use Figure 5.6 shows
the result of all errors remaining on the heliostat, each of them has a normal
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distribution. We get a distribution with σ2x = 404.38 mrad2 σ2y = 408.46 mrad2
and mean = 0 mrad
• Pedestal tilt North (mrad)
• Pedestal tilt East(mrad)
• Axes Non-Orthogonality (mrad)
• Bias angle (mrad)
• Heliostat(B) Location translation (m)
• Heliostat(B) Location translatrion (m)
• Heliostat(B) Location translation (m)
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Figure 5.6: Result distribution along X-axis and Y-axis with all errors
In another Example, Figure 5.7 shows result of three mainly errors remain-
ing on the heliostat and each of them has a normal distribution σ2error = 1
mrad2 and mean = 0 mrad. We have a distribution for reflected points with
σ2x = 4.384 mrad2 σ2y = 8.461 mrad2 and mean = 0 mrad
• Azimuth bias angle (mrad)
• Elevation bias angle (mrad)
• Axes Non-Orthogonality (mrad)
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Figure 5.7: Result distribution along X-axis and Y-axis with three kinds of errors.
In next Example, Figure 5.8 shows the result of three kinds of errors as fol-
lowing, remaining on the heliostat and each of them has a normal distribution
σ2error = 1 mrad2 and mean = 0 mrad. We have a distribution for reflected
points with σ2x = 400 mrad2 σ2y = 400 mrad2 and mean = 0 mrad. The huge
reflected rays’ distribution is because of the error have large distribution range
which is unit counting by meter.
• Heliostat(B) Location translation (m)
• Heliostat(B) Location translatrion (m)
• Heliostat(B) Location translation (m)
5.3 Error Sensitivity
What is the sensitivity of each error? Which error has the biggest affect on
the reflected rays for a heliostat?
5.3.1 Method
Different combination of errors can result in a different distribution of points
on the target plane. Errors in this specific heliostat([1, 0,−50]) will be tested
one by one at solar noon. Besides, the result of the test will show the sensitive
of each error. In this case, each error has a normal distribution as before, and
the result will be compared to figure out effect from different error.
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Figure 5.8: Result distribution along X-axis and Y-axis with three kinds of errors.
5.3.2 Result
Table 5.1: Error affect on reflected rays
Error type Mean of result Variance of resultalong X-axis
Variance of result
along Y-axis
εpte 0 0.000 4.230
εptn 0 1.409 0.000
εno 0 1.566 0.000
γbias 0 1.409 0.000
αbias 0 0.000 4.230
Dz 0 0.000 378.21
De 0 400.0 0.000
Dn 0 0.000 21.785
Table 5.1 shows the effect of each error. It illustrates that for this heliostat
([1, 0,−50]), pedestal tilt towards e-axis εpte and elevation bias αbias have the
biggest effect on reflected rays along Y-axis direction, mirror alignment non-
orthogonality errors εno has the biggest effect on reflected rays along X-axis
direction. Heliostat position offsets do have a huge effect on reflected rays, but
it is due to the different unit. Eight kinds of errors show as below:
• Pedestal tilt towards e-axis εpte (mrad)
• Pedestal tilt towards n-axis εptn (mrad)
• Mirror alignment non-orthogonality errors εno (mrad)
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• Azimuth bias γbias (mrad)
• Elevation bias αbias (mrad)
• Heliostat(B) Location translation Dz(m)
• Heliostat(B) Location translatrion De(m)
• Heliostat(B) Location translation Dn(m)
5.4 Effect of Solar Vector
How does the solar vector affect reflected rays with different errors for a helio-
stat?
5.4.1 Method
For this question, using different days solar vector with error combinations can
illustrate the effect of solar vectors. The result will show a distribution of re-
flected rays, and it will use the same heliostat([1, 0,−50]) as before. Solar vec-
tor is tested on nine different days in a year (1, 46, 91, 136, 181, 226, 271, 316, 361).
And the result shows the effect of the solar vector on different errors and a
combination of eight errors.
5.4.2 Result
1. Figure 5.9 shows that the variance of North pedestal tilt error does not
change with different solar vector during a year. The top yellow points show
errors’ variance along Y-axis, and the bottom blue points show errors’ variance
along X-axis. Both of them unchanged during the year.
2. Figure 5.10 gives the result for the variance of East pedestal tilt error
changed with different solar vector during a year. The variance for two distri-
butions changed at the beginning, mid and end of a year. The blue points at
top show errors’ variance along X-axis it has the highest value at around mid
of the year.
3. Figure 5.11 shows the effect of a combination of bias offset errors with dif-
ferent solar vector during a year. The variance of result along x-axis does not
have a significant change during a year, while, the result variance along y-axis
has a minimum value at mid of the year and a higher value at beginning and
end of the year.
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Figure 5.9: Result variances along X-axis and Y-axis during a year with north
pedestal tilt error
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Figure 5.10: Result variances along X-axis and Y-axis during a year with east
pedestal tilt error
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Different days in a year
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Figure 5.11: Result variances along X-axis and Y-axis during a year with bias
offset errors
4. Figure 5.12 illustrates the effect by a non-orthogonality offset error with
different solar vector during a year. The distribution variance of result along
x-axis keeps zero through a year, and the distribution variance along y-axis
has a minimum value at mid of the year and a higher value at beginning and
end of the year.
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Figure 5.12: Result variances along X-axis and Y-axis during a year with a non-
orthogonality offset errors
5. Figure 5.13 illustrates the effect by a combination of five mainly errors
during a year. Distribution variance along x-axis keeps same during the year
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while, the distribution variance along y-axis arrive the biggest value at the mid
of the year.
• Pedestal tilt towards e-axis εpte (mrad)
• Pedestal tilt towards n-axis εptn (mrad)
• Mirror alignment non-orthogonality errors εno (mrad)
• Azimuth bias γbias (mrad)
• Elevation bias αbias (mrad)
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Figure 5.13: Result variances along X-axis and Y-axis during a year with combi-
nation of five mainly errors
The result shows that the solar vector has a different effect on the reflected rays
only on variance distribution along the y-axis. The results show the variance
distribution along y-axis fluctuates with the solar vector which looks similar
to the trigonometric function.
5.5 Effect of Heliostat Position
How does the position affect reflected rays with different errors?
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5.5.1 Method
As mentioned in Chapter 3.2.2, it uses different heliostat positions to calculate
the result of reflected rays distributed. After that, by comparing the variance
and means, it can show how the position of heliostat affect the reflected rays.
We choose solar noon and the 355th day of a year. The heliostat is selected in
five different positions:
(1, 0, 50), (1, 50, 50), (1, 50, 0), (1, 50,−50), (1, 0,−50).
5.5.2 Result
Figure 5.14 gives the result of reflected rays’ distribution for different heliostats
with pedestal title errors. The positions of heliostats has effect on the result
as following figure shows.
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Figure 5.14: Pedestal title errors with different heliostat position reflected rays.
The distribution variances along X-axis and Y-axis with different heliostats. Left:
Contour figure for reflected rays distribution. Right: Reflected rays distribution
variance.
For bias angle γbias and αbias, heliostat position also change the reflected ray’s
distribution variance as Figure 5.15 shows.
With all eight errors, the distribution can be changed a lot by heliostat location
changed. With the high distribution variance of heliostat location translation
errors, it is hard to see the result changes in Figure 5.16. So we ignore the
heliostat location translation errors to see what happens.
With all eight errors except heliostat location translation, the distribution of
reflected ray changes obviously. Figure 5.17 gives reflected rays’ distribution
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Different heliostat position
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Figure 5.15: Bias angle errors with different heliostat position reflected rays. The
distribution variances along X-axis and Y-axis with different heliostats. Left: Con-
tour figure for reflected rays distribution. Right: Reflected rays distribution variance.
Different heliostat position
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Figure 5.16: All errors with different heliostat position reflected rays. The distri-
bution variances along X-axis and Y-axis with different heliostats. Left: Contour
figure for reflected rays distribution. Right: Reflected rays distribution variance.
and their variance distribution. With the position of heliostat changes, re-
flected ray also has a different distribution.
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Different heliostat position
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Figure 5.17: All errors except heliostat translation with different heliostat position
reflected rays. The distribution variances along X-axis and Y-axis with different
heliostats. Left: Contour figure for reflected rays distribution. Right: Reflected rays
distribution variance. Variance distribution along X-axis is bigger than that along
Y-axis except the third heliostat.
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Conclusions
This paper is focused on getting a better understanding of the helisotat error
model by using an error propagation model. This chapter summarize the re-
search in this thesis. First section summarize the main work in the research
while the math conclusions are discussed in section 6.2. Finally section 6.3
gives some suggestion for possible future work.
6.1 Summary of the work
The research conducted in this thesis was motivated by the demand of the
analysis of heliostat control accuracy. Several errors exist in the heliostat
model which increase the complexity of heliostat calibration. For fixed errors
in a heliostat, the reflected rays’ distribution on target plan is helpful to the
calibration process.
A heliostat error model is established according to the work of Malan (2014).
A solar vector model is established (Swinton, 1920) which provide solar in-
formation to the heliostat error model. Solar vectors were used to calculate
reflected rays from the heliostat error model.
An error propagation law is applied to the heliostat error model.
The research uses a Monte Carlo Method to validate the heliostat error prop-
agation model.
6.2 Conclusions
The research objectives have been met. The heliostat error propagation model
presented here can also be used to solve other questions related to the effect
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of calibration errors.
6.3 Suggestions for future work
The error model derived with the error propagation law can be used to in-
vestigate various aspects related to heliostat calibration and control accuracy.
There are possible directions for future research in:
• Validate the accuracy of the heliostat error model based against a real
heliostat mechanism system. The system could also include more errors
such as air refraction, a curved mirror, etc.
• Design a new type of heliostat calibration algorithm, based on results
from error propagation model.
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Appendix A
Model Validation Results
The validation has been done in Chapter 3. Here gives other 3 figures com-
paring the result between implementation error heliostat model and Malan
(2014). The heliostat position is [1, 30.8,−19.2].
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Figure A.1: The model with errors for 1 mrad pedestal title toward (A)North,
(B)South, (C)West and (D)East. The left figure is the result from Malan and the
right one is from the model in this paper.
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Figure A.2: The model with errors for bias offset. (A)αbias = 1mrad, (B)αbias =
−1mrad, (C)γbias = 1mrad (D)γbias = −1mrad. The left figure is the result from
Malan and the right one is from the model in this paper.
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Figure A.3: Non-orthogonality errors [mrad]: εno = 1 and εno = −1. Result from
Karel (left) and result from model(right)
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